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The Ocean Sailing Yacht
A Cruising Guide to Puerto Rico is the most comprehensive guide ever written covering Puerto
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Rico and the Spanish Virgin Islands. Its 50 full color charts containing extremely accurate data
are based on independent surveys personally conducted by the author, using a computor
hydrographic system. In addition, it contains detailed piloting instructions, GPS waypoints,
photos, approaches and routes, anchorages, services, dive sites, history, index, bibliography,
and more. A Cruising Guide to Puerto Rico will greatly enhance your cruising experiences in
this region by giving you valuable information based on actual experience, and local
knowledge.

A Cruising Guide to Puerto Rico
This book is Street’s second guide. The first was a mimeographed guide to the Virgin Islands
published privately in 1964. That guide opened up the Virgin Islands to the visiting cruising
yachtsman and made bare boat chartering possible. This book, Streets second guide, became
“The Bible” for all yachtsmen cruising the Lesser Antilles.

Life at Sea Level
A book about sailing away as a family. This is a story about being a family in the twenty-first
century. It is written from the author's perspective, that of a father - a role as ill defined and
wanting today as it has ever been. Still, fathers can help shape the course their families take,
so just before the second millennium, the author quit his corporate job and took his family of
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four on a voyage. For two and a half years they lived and traveled on the Caribbean Sea
aboard a catamaran sailboat. Their experiences on the water, good and bad, and the
connections they made as a family are the reasons they sailed away. The connections made
the author write this story. They are the gifts all families can share.This book might be called a
"memoir" or "armchair travel" piece, but it is also a "how-to" and "can-do" story about choosing
alternative family lifestyles. It is a new look at being a family in the twenty-first
century.Excerpts:“Today when kids get home from school, nobody is there. Both parents are
working. Chances are they're divorced. I'm not saying this explains everything, but it's
somewhere near the heart of the problem.”"Just how many meals was the average American
family sharing these days? Two? One? None? Or, as a mother later suggested to me, perhaps
the question should have been phrased: 'How many meals do parents share with their children
each week, or worse, each month?'" “When it comes to your kids, it's not the quality time that
counts; it's the quantity time.”"[Liveaboard sailors] with character will reach into themselves
and find exactly what it is they need to do. They will, in fact, gravitate toward the things they
should have been doing back home all along. They might end up painting. They might write an
honest book. Heck, they might even develop the unifying theory of physics or cure cancer.
They might even learn how to live with and enjoy their families."And, of course, PIRATES… "If
the fellows on the boat behind us meant us harm, a skinny papa and three girls in bathing suits
were not going to give them second thoughts."

Street's Cruising Guide to the Eastern Caribbean
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Street’s Guides are the result of his forty-four years of Caribbean experience— his first guide
to the Virgin Islands (1964) has been expanded over the years to cover the entire eastern
Caribbean. These guides give the mariner all the information needed to safely cruise the area,
not only piloting information but also interesting background information on people, places and
history.

Leeward Islands
Life at Sea Level is the latest work of one of America's finest travel guide authors, Stephen
Pavlidis. For 20 years, Pavlidis wrote factual guide books about traveling in the Bahamas and
the Caribbean. In Life at Sea Level, Pavlidis tells some of the other stories of things that
happened during his island time and the people he knew or historically researched. It's a fun
and thoughtful read about life in the Bahamas and Caribbean. Original.

Cruising Guide to Western Florida
With this book in hand, boaters can cruise down the Jersey Shore--from New York Harbor to
Delaware Bay--in the good company of Captain Donald Launer. Captain Launer brings many
years of experience as a skipper of small boats to this engaging nautical and historical guide to
New Jersey's tidal waters. Cruise with him from the New Jersey/New York state line near the
mouth of the Hudson River, past Raritan Bay and Sandy Hook, and into the Manasquan Inlet.
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From there, he gives you a choice of voyages: the inside route through the Intracoastal
Waterway to Toms River, Barnegat Bay, Atlantic City, and Cape May, or taking the offshore
passage. Then you explore the Delaware Bay and its tributaries and cruise up the Delaware
River to Trenton. This revised edition contains updated information about onshore facilities,
marinas, restaurants, stores, sites of interest, docking fees, bridge heights, maritime service
stations, weather, navigation, and safety, as well as post-September 11 regulations in the
waters around New York City. The book also includes a wealth of photographs and sea charts.
Donald Launer, who holds a U.S. Coast Guard captain's license, has explored the New Jersey
waters in every kind of small craft since he first sailed in Barnegat Bay at the age of eight. His
articles on recreational boating have appeared in Good Old Boat Magazine, Cruising World,
The Beachcomber, Offshore, and Sail. He berths his schooner, Delphinus, in Forked River,
New Jersey.

Mexico Boating Guide
Dominican Republic Cruising Guide by Frank VirgintinoFree PDF and articles by Frank
Virgintino @ www.dominicanrepubliccruisingguide.comAlso Available
Now:www.jamaicacruisingguide.com

Cruising Guide to the Virgin Islands
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This, the second edition of A Guide to Planning and Cruising the Great Circle Route Around
the Eastern USA, documents a motor yacht "cruise of a lifetime," the 5,400-mile
circumnavigation of the Eastern United States. Author Bick Remmey refers to this voyage as
the longest one-way inland cruise possible in the US. Bick shares the details of his 5 years of
planning and 18 weeks of journeying with his wife aboard their 36-foot aft-cabin motor yacht
Nittany Navy. The cruise took Bick and Jeri through several of the Great Lakes, down the
Mississippi, across the Gulf of Mexico, up the coast of Florida, north through the Intercoastal
Waterway, up the Jersey Shore, and finally back to home port in Avalon, New Jersey. Bicks
experiences provide invaluable planning and cruising information for anyone considering this
voyage."Bick's book contains considerable information for anyone planning this trip. Each leg
of the cruise is detailed, along with information about facilities and attractions, and what charts
are necessary." Stan Osowski, The Trenton Times

Cruising World
The coverage from Grand Bahama and the Abacos South to Cat Island includes: Crossing the
Great Bahama Bank The Abacos The Berry Islands Grand Bahama New Providence The
Biminis Eleuthera Andros Cat Island This completely updated version of the Pavlidis Bahamas
Guides has: All Original Charts Based on Personal Surveys Conducted by the Author.
Extensive Navigational Instructions and GPS Waypoints. New Full-color Aerial Photos and
Charts.
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A Cruising Guide to the Caribbean and the Bahamas
This book and its text, charts, illustrations and photos are to be used for planning and
reference purposes only. They are specifically not to be used for navigation. The text has been
prepared, based upon personal inspections, official publications and other data deemed
reliable, with the objective of making the boating visitor's voyage more enjoyable.

The 2017-2018 Cruising Guide to the Virgin Islands
Long before he was one of America's leading yachting writers, Nigel Calder was a novice
cruiser with ambitions grander than his experience. Nigel and his partner Terrie were young
and foolish, with a home-built boat that was new and untested, one child already and another
on the way - but they were determined to complete an adventurous 18-month voyage from
New Orleans to Venezuela and back. It was the voyage that made Calder the yachtsman he is
today, a marvellous romp through the West Indies, seeing an unspoilt Caribbean, while
learning hard-won lessons from direct experience - troubleshooting engines, kedging off shoals
and reefs, and most importantly navigating Nada, a yacht that quickly became very much part
of the burgeoning Calder family too. An adventure story and a colourful travelogue in one,
Shakedown Cruise is a must-read for all who are curious about what it takes to become a
cruising sailor or create an adventurous life, as well as those who are just looking to sail along
with Nigel and his family.
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Sailors Guide to the Windward Islands
The Captain's Guide to Hurricane Holes is a navigational aid designed for yacht and boat
captains transiting the waters of The Bahamas and Caribbean. If you are so unfortunate as to
find your yacht or boat in the path of an oncoming hurricane, this book will provide advice on
the safest locations to flee to as a last resort. Sitting out a hurricane on a yacht or boat in the
water should only be done as a matter of desperation. But if you must do so, and every year
many captains find themselves in that situation, this book will give you the best advice on
where to go for better safety of ship and crew, securing your vessel, info on hurricane
formation and history, preparation strategies, weather information, plus the characteristics,
charts and photos of the safest places to wait out a storm. - Details on 226 Possible Hurricane
Holes - Detailed Charts and Aerial Photos - GPS Waypoints and Piloting Instructions - Marina
and Haul Out Details - Weather Nets and Safety Information - Hurricane Formation and History

Cruising World
The Northern Bahamas Guide
What Makes Nova Scotia Such A Special Place To Cruise? It has beautiful, scenery,
innumerable well-protected anchorages spaced at convenient intervals along more than 350
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miles of coastline, an inland sea that offers some of the best sailing in eastern North America,
and extraordinarily friendly people in picturesque towns and cities. What Makes This CCA
Guide Worth Having Aboard? It includes details of over 200 harbors from the Bay of Fundy to
Cape Breton Island and the Bras d'Or lakes. The Guide is filled with navigational advice and
recommendations based on reports from very experienced sailors that have been gathered
over the past seventy years and distilled into one up-to-date volume. This wealth of information
is available only in this printed book format.

Cruising World
Indian Ocean Cruising Guide
Frank Virgintino, author of numerous Free Cruising Guides for the Caribbean, has been
working on "A Thinking Man's Guide to Voyaging South" for almost a year. Roughly 200 pages
long, the Guide addresses everything North American sailors need to know to get to the
Caribbean safely through a discussion of various routes from North America to the Caribbean
as well as a discussion of the entire Caribbean - which the author breaks down into four
quadrants. The author hopes that the Guide will allow for a clearer understanding of the entire
Caribbean as well as the various routes that can be employed. Not only does it cover routes to
the Caribbean from N. America and cruising routes around the Caribbean, it also looks at all
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aspects of preparation, weather and Gulf Stream information, safety and security and local
knowledge and advice imparted by someone who has cruised the Caribbean extensively for
many years.

Cruising Guide to the Florida Keys
The Complete Book of Anchoring and Mooring addresses anchoring systems, techniques, and
permanent moorings for boats from twelve feet to eighty feet in length. It covers monohulls,
multihulls, light displacement sailboats, cruisers, sportfishers, passagemakers, and workboats.
In short, it is for all recreational and working boats in this size range. Since the last printing of
this book a number of revolutionary anchor concepts have appeared on the boating scene.
These unique designs have shown exceptional performance when compared by a renowned
testing agency with their contemporaries. Changes made to this revised second edition ensure
its continued role as the state-of-the-art source book for the boating world.

Cruising World
This popular book covering the Caribbean from Grenada and Barbados to the Virgin Islands is
a translation from Jacques Patuelli's original French version. Each island is dealt with in detail
and pilotage notes are followed by tourist information and the usual data on formalities and
facilities. Fully illustrated with plans and photos, many of which are new for this third edition,
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the guide is packed with interesting and useful background information on the Caribbean- its
history, tourism, geography and details on sailing in the islands. The last section of the book,
the blue pages, consists of listings of facilities, restaurants, bars, hotels and other information
of interest to tourists.

Shakedown Cruise
Cruising Guide to Cuba
Cruising Guide to the Leeward Islands
The Cruising Guide to Abaco, Bahamas
Fair winds and fine cruising is author Chris Doyle's wish for readers of this popular, newly
updated guide to the 10 island nations of this enchanting Caribbean chain.Doyle's background
in research makes this volume rich in practical details; yet its tone is conversational. His is also
an intimate knowledge, gathered from more than 20 years of live-aboard Caribbean cruising on
his Carib 41 Helos, a former charterboat.The Leewards are a cultural and topographic mix, and
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Doyle addresses them by geographical grouping. The Renaissance Islands (St. Martin, St.
Barts and Anguilla), an economically strong bareboating enclave, offer short cruising passages
and a wide choice of anchorages. The Islands That Brush the Clouds - a volcanic chain strung
between Saba and Montserrat - present cruisers with a variety of channels and terrain. Most
broadly strewn are the Islands of Mountains and Mangroves, a patchwork chiefly of rugged
rainforest and exotic fauna, guarded in spots by spectacular reefs.The southern Leewards in
particular have cried for reliable charting. Doyle provides aid throughout, using GPS
coordinates, a trove of charts and color maps. All are cross-referenced with the newly released
Caribbean Yachting Charts, exactingly detailed and available through Cruising Guide
Publications. Spectacular photographs add a visual feast.Onshore accommodations,
transportation, communications, entertainment and provisioning are also addressed throughout
the guide, and in an exhaustive directory by island and service type.

Cruising World
A good general cruising guide covering the routes from Europe to Australia and points in
between. The 'Indian Ocean Cruising Guide' covers all the usual points of interest for cruising
yachtsmen, from history to climate, weather patterns, formalities, route planning and so on.
The general sections are followed by a country-by-country round-up in which key ports are
described in detail with the aid of harbour plans and photographs. This second edition (2007)
has been thoroughly revised and contains a lot of additional information on Malaysia and
Thailand, the Seychelles and the Chagos archipelago. The introduction has been expanded
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and throughout there are new plans and photographs. This guide is an ideal companion to Rod
Heikell and Andy O'Grady's 'Ocean Passages and Landfalls' which discusses routes across
the Indian Ocean.

Cruising Guide to Belize and Mexico's Caribbean Coast, Including Guatemala's
Rio Dulce
The Great Circle Route
This volume, covering Puerto Rico, the Passage Islands, the U.S. and British Virgin Islands,
includes coves, harbors, lagoons, straits, beaches, and most of the rocks around and among
these islands. It is complete with many new charts of previously uncharted areas as well as
those more frequently visited. Here also is advice on customs, supplies, where to put in for
repairs, what to avoid, and what to seek out. Donald Street's is a pithy voice of experience on
matters such as currents, coral heads, navigation, and local habits in short, everything the
cruiser or wanderer needs to feel safe and totally informed."

A Cruising Guide to the Lesser Antilles
Brand new for 2017-2018, with Virgin Island photography and full color detailed anchorage
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charts, these guides have been indispensable companions for sailors and visitors to these
islands since 1982. Includes a free 17 x 27 inch color waterproof planning chart, with aerial
photos of some of the anchorages. This guide covers the Virgin Islands including all the U.S.
and British Virgin Islands: St. Croix, St. Thomas, St. John, Jost Van Dyke, Tortola, Virgin
Gorda, Anegada and all the smaller islands in between. Our guide includes: -Anchoring &
mooring information & fees -Customs, immigration & National Parks regulations -Particulars on
marina facilities & the amenities they offer -Water sports - where to go & where to rent
equipment -Shore-side facilities, restaurants, beach bars, shops, provisions, Internet
connections -Directory of goods & services after every island section now including websites &
Facebook URLs

Grenada to the Virgin Islands
A completely up-to-date, thoroughly researched, painstakingly detailed cruising guide to the
Exuma Cays. This is the most current, comprehensive, and all-encompassing cruising guide
ever written about the Exuma Cays. The guide contains lists of information on GPS waypoints,
marine facilities, customs regulations, beacons and navigational aids, distances, ham and
weather broadcasts and stations, anchoring tips, tides and currents, as well as phone
numbers, reference reading, and even local recipes, holidays and customs.

A Cruising Guide to Puerto Rico
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A Cruising Guide to the Virgin Islands
A Cruising Guide to New Jersey Waters
Red Water Blue Water Salt Water
World Cruising Destinations
A guide for the individual who has sailed small crafts and is interested in owning a cruising
yacht, that provides practical data on boat construction, maintenance, navigation, and safety

Cca Cruising Guide to Nova Scotia
The Exuma Guide
A Cruising Guide to Puerto Rico, 3rd Ed including the Spanish Virgin Islands and the north
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coast ports of the Dominican Republic: is the most comprehensive guide ever written for
Puerto Rico. Its 53 detailed, full-color charts contain extremely accurate hydrographic data
based on personally conducted independent surveys by the author. It also contains GPS
waypoints and extensive navigational instructions for the whole island chain, aerial photos of
principal harbors, approaches and routes, anchorages, services, dive sites, history, index,
bibliography and more. It will greatly enhance your cruising experiences throughout the islands
by offering you valuable information based on local knowledge. Features: New Completely
Updated Third Edition of this Pavlidis Guide! New Full-color Aerial Photos All Original Charts
Based on Personal Surveys Conducted by the Author Extensive Navigational Instructions, and
GPS Waypoints Coverage Area: Culebra Mayaguez Boqueron La Parguera Gilligan's Island
Ponce Salinas Palmas del Mar Fajardo Vieques San Juan The Mona Passage Puerto del Rey
Marina Dominican Republic North Coast Ports

A Thinking Man's Guide to Voyaging South: The Many Facets of Caribbean
Cruising
'What Jimmy Cornell doesn't know about cruising isn't worth knowing' - Yachting World One of
the most influential cruising yachtsmen writing today, Jimmy Cornell has sailed over 200,000
miles on all the oceans of the world, including three circumnavigations and voyages to the
Arctic and Antarctic. His successful guide to sailing around the world, World Cruising Routes,
has helped many aspirational voyagers turn their dreams into reality and follow in his footsteps.
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Here in its extensively revised edition is its partner, covering all the land-based essentials for
cruisers. This substantial handbook profiles every cruising destination in the world, with
information on cruising attractions, history, culture, climate(including average monthly
temperatures and rainfall, plus tropical storm seasons), local laws, regulations and formalities,
facilities available, plus public holidays and events, emergency telephone numbers, and much
more. Everything the cruiser needs to know about. Lavishly illustrated throughout, it is not only
a must-have onboard reference work for long distance sailors, but will undoubtedly inspire the
adventurous to sail where they have never sailed before.

Fodor's Puerto Rico
Discusses the history, land, economy, people, and festivals of the Leeward Islands.

The Captain's Guide to Hurricane Holes
Martinique to Trinidad
Dominican Republic Cruising Guide
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Detailed and timely information on accommodations, restaurants, and local attractions highlight
these updated travel guides, which feature all-new covers, a dramatic visual design, symbols
to indicate budget options, must-see ratings, multi-day itineraries, Smart Travel Tips, helpful
bulleted maps, tips on transportation, guidelines for shopping excursions, and other valuable
features. Original.

The Complete Book of Anchoring and Mooring
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